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BROADWAY STAR GAVIN CREEL TO DAZZLE AUDIENCE AT 
HUNTERS NIGHTCLUB IN WILTON MANORS ON SEPTEMBER 

19, 2023 
 
Wilton Manors, FL – August 18, 2023 – Prepare to be swept off your feet by an unforgettable evening of 
entertainment as Broadway sensation Gavin Creel takes the stage at Hunters Nightclub, 2232 Wilton 
Drive in Wilton Manors, on Monday, September 18, at 7:00 PM and 9:30 PM. Tickets start at $29 and 
are available at HarmonyWaves.org. 
 
Creel is synonymous with theatrical excellence, having garnered widespread acclaim for his Tony 
Award®-winning performances on Broadway and his dynamic contributions to the entertainment 
industry. With a career spanning stage, film, and television, Creel's remarkable talent and undeniable 
stage presence have made him a household name and an inspiration to countless aspiring artists. 
 
Presented by HarmonyWaves, dedicated to harnessing the transformative power of music to bridge 
divides, foster connections, and cultivate unity among diverse communities, this exclusive performance 
promises to be a night of music, charisma, and theatrical brilliance. 
 
"We're excited that Gavin will lend his voice to South Florida as we work toward fulfilling our mission of 
uniting people," said Gary Van Horn, President of HarmonyWaves. "And we're just thrilled to showcase 
the talent of Gavin Creel at HarmonyWaves' inaugural event." 
 
Fans and patrons of Hunter's Nightclub are in for a treat as Gavin Creel graces the stage with his 
magnetic energy and powerful vocals. Known for his exceptional performances in iconic Broadway 
productions such as "Thoroughly Modern Millie" and "Hair," Creel's live show promises a unique blend 
of show-stopping musical numbers and heartfelt moments. This one-night-only performance will 
showcase Creel's remarkable talent and undeniable charisma in an intimate setting with opening 
performances by Don Seward and Gabe Salazar, Artistic Director, Gay Men’s Chorus of South Florida. 
 
For ticket information and updates about the event, visit HarmonyWaves.org or follow us 
on Facebook/Twitter/Instagram @4HarmonyWaves. 
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A special intimate dinner is also available with Gavin Creel on Sunday, September 17, prepared by Chef 
Christie Tenaud at Union Kitchen & Bar. This dinner experience will be a once-of-a-lifetime chance to 
hear from Creel about his Tony Award®-winning career and Broadway! 
 

### 
 
About Gavin Creel: 
Gavin Creel is a captivating and versatile talent in the entertainment world, celebrated for his 
exceptional skills as an actor, singer, and performer. Creel's journey to stardom has been marked by his 
unwavering dedication, infectious energy, and remarkable ability to connect with audiences worldwide. 
 
Creel's breakthrough arrived in 2002 when he made his Broadway debut in the critically acclaimed 
musical "Thoroughly Modern Millie," a performance that earned him his first Tony Award® nomination. 
His dynamic presence on stage, impressive vocal range, and impeccable comedic timing quickly 
established him as a force to be reckoned with in the theatre world. 
 
Gavin Creel's contributions to the arts extend beyond the Broadway stage. A passionate advocate for 
social causes, he has used his platform to raise awareness about LGBTQ+ rights, environmental 
conservation, and HIV/AIDS awareness. His philanthropic efforts and immense talent have made him a 
beloved figure both on and off the stage. 
 
In addition to his stage work, Creel has ventured into film and television, showcasing his versatility as an 
entertainer. Whether belting out show-stopping musical numbers or delving into dramatic roles, his 
performances continue to captivate audiences across various mediums. 
 
Gavin Creel's journey continues to inspire aspiring artists and entertain audiences worldwide. His 
unwavering dedication to his craft, genuine spirit, and commitment to making a positive impact will 
cement his legacy as a true Broadway sensation and a beacon of artistic excellence. As he continues to 
evolve as an artist and advocate, there's no doubt that Gavin Creel's star will shine brightly for years. 
 
About HarmonyWaves: 
This performance will be HarmonyWaves' inaugural event, with many future events in the pipeline. 
Their mission is to harness the transformative power of music to bridge divides, foster connections, and 
cultivate unity among diverse communities. Through the universal language of melodies and rhythms, 
we aspire to create a world where people from all walks of life come together to share the joy, 
inspiration, and healing that music brings. Guided by the belief that harmonious melodies can transcend 
boundaries, we are committed to orchestrating events and initiatives that ignite meaningful 
conversations, build lasting relationships, and celebrate the beauty of human diversity. Our organization 
strives to be a symphony of inclusivity, using the enchanting cadence of music to harmonize hearts and 
amplify the shared humanity that unites us all. 
 
About Hunters Nightclub: 
Hunters Nightclub is a premier entertainment venue in Wilton Manors, Florida, known for hosting a 
diverse range of events and performances. With a commitment to providing unforgettable experiences, 
Hunters Nightclub continues to be “Spirits Elevated” as it is a hub for entertainment, music, and 
community engagement. 
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